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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 





A host with a source address 10.10.10.10 sends traffic to multicast group 239.1.1.1. How do the vPC switches forward
the multicast traffic? 

A. If multicast traffic is received on Switch1 over the vPC peer-link, the traffic is dropped 

B. If multicast traffic is received on Po10 Switch1, the traffic is forwarded out on Po1 and Po20 

C. If multicast traffic is received on Po11 Switch2, the traffic is forwarded out only on Po20 

D. If multicast traffic is received on Po11 Switch2, the traffic is dropped. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An engineer must implement access control tor Cisco UCS Manager. The configuration must meet these requirements. 

1.

 All users and user groups must be configured using Active Directory. 

2.

 User1 must have full access to the Fabric Interconnect infrastructure and network security operations 

3.

 User1 must have full access to the storage operations configuration. Which action must be performed on Cisco UCS to
meet the requirements? 

A. Create a custom rote tot the user and RADIUS for the role-mapping for Active Directory. 

B. Execute a built-in role for the user and LDAP lor the role-mapping for Active Directory. 

C. Create a custom role tor the user and LDAP for the rote-mappings for Active Directory. 

D. Execute a built-in role for the user and RADIUS for the role-mapping for Active Directory. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement describes monitoring Fibre Channel traffic on a Cisco UCS 6332 Fabric Interconnect? 

A. Fibre Channel traffic is monitored only on one vHBA per server. 

B. The destination port for monitoring must be an unassigned Fibre Channel port. 

C. The monitoring of Fibre Channel traffic is limited to the default VSAN. 

D. Fibre Channel traffic is capable to be monitored as it is encapsulated as FCoE. 

Correct Answer: D 



You can monitor Fibre Channel traffic using either a Fibre Channel traffic analyzer or an Ethernet traffic analyzer. When
Fibre Channel traffic is monitored with an Ethernet traffic monitoring session, at an Ethernet destination port, the
destination traffic is FCoE. The Cisco UCS 6300 Fabric Interconnect supports FC SPAN only on the ingress side. A
Fibre Channel port on a Cisco UCS 6248 Fabric Interconnect cannot be configured as a source port. 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/ucs-manager/GUI-User-Guides/System-
Monitoring/3-2/b_UCSM_GUI_System_Monitoring_Guide_3_2/
b_UCSM_GUI_System_Monitoring_Guide_3_2_chapter_01101.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

An engineer implements a Cisco UCS C-Series Server that must adhere to these security requirements: 

Unencrypted communication must be disabled. The session timeout must not exceed 15 minutes. Unencrypted traffic
must be automatically diverted. CLI-based management must use nondefault ports. 

Which configuration set meets these requirements? 

A. SSH Enabled SSH Port: 8022 SSH Timeout: 1200 IPMI over LAN Enabled 

B. HTTP Port: 80 / HTTPS Port: 443 Session Timeout: 900 Redirect HTTP to HTTPS Enabled SSH Port: 2022 

C. Redfish Enabled checked Redfish Port: 443 SSH Enabled checked HTTPS Port: 8443 

D. XML API Enabled HTTP Port: 8080 / HTTPS Port: 8443 IPMI over LAN Enabled Randomized Encryption Key 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer must schedule the firmware upgrade of the Red1 and Red2 leaf switches. The requirement is to keep the
upgrade time to the minimum, avoid any service impact, and perform the parallel upgrade. Which set of scheduler
attributes must be used to meet these requirements? 

A. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 for leaf switches Blue1 and Red1, and SchedulerPolicy2 for leaf switches Blue2 and
Red2. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 and SchedulerPolicy2 with a one-time window trigger that has maximum concurrent
nodes 1. 

B. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 for leaf switches Blue1 and Red1, and SchedulerPolicy2 for leaf switches Blue2 and
Red2. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 and SchedulerPolicy2 with a one-time window trigger that has maximum concurrent
nodes 2. 

C. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 for all four leaf switches Blue1, Blue2, Red1, and Red2. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 and
SchedulerPolicy2 with a one-time window trigger that has maximum concurrent nodes 1. 

D. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 for all four leaf switches Blue1, Blue2, Red1, and Red2. Configure SchedulerPolicy1 and
SchedulerPolicy2 with a one-time window trigger that has maximum concurrent nodes 2. 

Correct Answer: A 

 



QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 

A flapping link issue has been reported on the vPC keepalive link. A packet capture has been activated on the Cisco
Nexus switch. What is the destination IP address of the vPC keepalive packets that are sent by the switch? 

A. 192.168.254.4 

B. 239.255.70.83 

C. 192.168.254.1 

D. 192.168.254.2 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus3000/sw/interfaces/92x/b-cisco-nexus-3000-nx-os-
interfaces-configuration-guide-92x/b-cisco-nexus-3000-nx-os-interfaces-configuration-guide-92x_chapter_0110.html 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer is configuring a Cisco MDS 9000 Series Switch for the first time. After the initial setup process, the name
server at IP 192.168.10.11 is missing from the configuration. Which set of actions completes the configuration? 

A. Enter no at step 21 and reinitialize the installer. Press the Esc key to access ROMMON mode. 

B. Enter no at step 21 and reload the switch. Configure the advanced IP options. 

C. Enter yes at step 21 to edit the configuration. Add the line dns-server 192.168.10.11. 

D. Enter yes at step 21 and log in. Modify the startup configuration DNS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which two statements describe the routing table of the leaf switch? (Choose two.) 

A. The next hop 10.0.8.65 for route 10.20.1.0724 is the TEP address of a border leaf in ACI. 



B. The next hop 10.0.1.14 for route 172.16.99.0/24 is the TEP address of a border leaf in ACI. 

C. The next hop 10.1.168.95 for route 172.16.100 0/24 is the TEP address of a border leaf in ACI. 

D. 172.16.100.0/24 is a BD subnet in ACI. 

E. 10.20.1.0/24 is a BD subnet in ACI. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network engineer plans to upgrade the current software images of a Cisco Nexus switch. What is the impact of
starting the EPLD upgrade? 

A. The switch reboots multiple times for the new EPLD versions to take effect. 

B. The switch reboots one time for the new EPLD versions to take effect. 

C. The switch skips the EPLD upgrade for MIFPGA and proceeds with the other EPLD devices. 

D. The switch skips the EPLD upgrade for each EPLD device of the switch. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus9000/sw/92x/epld-rn/nxos_n9K_epldRN_924.html 

 

QUESTION 10



An engineer needs a utility to translate traditional Nexus CLI inputs and generate Python code using XML and JSON
message formats. The solution needs to be available on a Nexus 7700 series switch. Which utility should be used? 

A. NX-OS JSON-RPC 

B. NX-API Sandbox 

C. Guest Shell for NX-OS 

D. Open NX-OS 

Correct Answer: B 

https://developer.cisco.com/docs/nx-os/#!nx-api-cli-developer-sandbox 

 

QUESTION 11

An engineer is performing an ISSU upgrade on the Cisco MDS 9000 Series Switch. What is the impact on the control
plane of the switch? 

A. It is down for less than 80 seconds. 

B. It remains down for more than 80 seconds but less than 140 seconds. 

C. It remains down until the next reboot. 

D. It remains up throughout the update. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An engineer needs to make an XML backup of Cisco UCS Manager The backup should be transferred using an
authenticated and encrypted tunnel and it should contain all system and service profiles configuration Which command
must be implemented to meet these requirements? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 



D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/cli/config/guide/1.4.1/CLI_Config_Guide_1_4_1_chapter4
0.html 
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